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Lani speaking to you. As
usual, begin this session by
making sure your body is
relaxed and your mind is
open to receive, and take in
a lovely breath that fills you.
As you breathe out, you feel
you relax even more and
when you do this again in
your own time, naturally and
easily, feel that you journey
with me and many others and we enter into the
receiving space of the Station of Light.
This is where we begin today, with the essence of
you, your true spiritual being self, your true energy
self, into this space. You may feel you are in the two
dimensions. The dimension where your physical
body is and the dimension of being in this Station
and that is fine. You will receive just what you need,
so be open as you put your attention into this
gathering space, in the receiving area.

The blueprint for you each again is being adjusted
and many pockets existing within it that have
always been part of the blueprint are receiving and
some are being activated in a different way so that
you receive the patterning. This is the codes and
energy systems that are natural, that are the
optimal codes for you as you continue to adapt to
the higher frequency patterns of light coming
through your solar portal from central source of all
creation.
“This is what is required of you, Beloved. Orem
addressing you and we come forward into this
space especially prepared for you and the many
ones who come in alongside you and they enter this
space in various ways, in various time zones of
where you are existing in multi-dimensional
existences in and around planet Earth Station.
There are many facets to why you are here and how
you are here.
In all of your visitations we have commenced
bringing you in through a field of energy patterns
and frequencies and these are patterns which
come forward from Source Energy Creation
through your solar portal. You may understand from
this that in other planetary systems that have a
different sun – a solar portal – the energy they
receive comes through in a way that is right for
them in that system. In the same way, you receive
the correct energy frequency patterns through your
solar gateway through the sun for just the precise
calibration of you as you exist in your current
physical body. So, in your presence here your
energy system vibrates and accepts the higher
patterning that continues to flow in through the solar
portal to you, to all upon the planet.
You may understand that this is the potential to
clean up and clear away many belief systems,
many misconceptions and, also, for those ones
who are ready, they can be retuned into the
patterning coming through the solar gateway that
you would call the healthy pattern and that of
course is your blueprint.

There is a complex and yet a very simple patterning
that you are receiving. Through these words and
your presence here, you are receiving that. You
could be perceiving changes in your energy
patterns as you experience this. There are different
areas that are the receptors, that are the containers
for the energy and some of these are more
dominant than others. This relates to various
energy systems within your energy pattern and
physicality which are needing specific elements at
this time. Some of the elements you may be
receiving relate to part of your purpose and what
you bring in to elevate the consciousness field of
planet Earth and of the inhabitants.
It is necessary for you to be fully absorbing the
energy patterns for you. This will be enhancing you
and it is also delivering the essence of the
components coming through the solar portal into a
higher level of receptors, and these are the Beings
you might call your initiators, your creators, your
manifesters. These also surround many of the
global situations currently being experienced
around the Earth globe – as you call it. The
initialization of more of the light frequency patterns
coming through is awakening. That is a term you
would recognize and we use your terms to help
simplify the energy message and information
coming to you. The initialization of it all is allowing
the many pockets of confinement that have been
experienced individually or on a greater mass level
to be opened to receive this light patterning
frequency – the codes of the light, and it is all to do
with expanding consciousness and uplifting
civilisations of the entire planet into a clearer
pattern.

Again, we are saying this lifts the population into
another level, so those who are ready will
understand this and receive exactly the pattern they
need for the thought processes or the emotional
concepts to be identified as what is true and what
is a belief system and what has been imposed in
thoughts to keep people into a level of
understanding that they accept is the reality. In
effect, they keep themselves in that level until there
is some activation point received in their true
blueprint where they understand there is the
greater light civilization.

In concluding this aspect of this session, we value
your presence and how you have awakened to
realizing the importance of accepting the layers of
light frequency. Also within this, you will be
experiencing a release of some of those disorders
or discomforts you have experienced during your
current lifetime and you would understand, it is a
level of light patterning with the codes that are the
necessary elements to complete the clearness, to
complete the surfacing of you back to your pure
essence which you then enliven your current life
pattern with.

We have delivered this to you in many different
ways and it is all about presenting the newer light
frequencies to activate more of the latent receptors
in your blueprint pattern and in the overall blueprint
pattern around the Earth energy system.

This concludes this communication to you today
and you will be aware you are again back in the
receiving area of the Station. Again, we honour
you, we accept you, we appreciate you and your
presence.

This is moving around the planet in flows
surrounding the planet, dependent upon the areas
that are receiving the full light coming through the
solar portal and how that is distributed through the
energy matrix that surrounds the entire planet.
Therefore, even areas of the planet that receive
fewer hours of sunlight or daylight are still receiving
the energy because it is in the energy grid, or the
matrix, surrounding the entire planet. That is also
supported and fed by the Beings in the various
energy Stations within the Earth and around the
Earth as described previously and they also are
receiving this greater input. You could liken this to
them receiving energy information from a central
command area, from the Council of Light area, and
they clearly are receiving a very high point of
intelligence from consciousness creation from
Source, from that original patterning.

Orem out “

You are in a phase of accelerated expansion.
Scientists understand this because they know that
in certain layers of gravity or energy field, as there
is more light, there is an increase in the energy
vibration. In terms of sound, the sound rises to a
higher pitch, a higher level, of light. You are all part
of
this
essential
expansion,
upliftment,
enlightening.

This is for you again for your strengthening, for your
deep alignment in your reconnection processes
with pure creative energy.

Ulea out”
Lani back with you, as if I enter back into my body
of light in the gathering space here so then we all
return together to our individual locations, our
individual bodies. This has been another wonderful
expansion of what we already know and yet it is a
deeper and more powerful energy. It will work in
you in the ways that you need it, perhaps in how
you present yourself in the world.
It is all important. You are important and you are
loved and supported.
Now take in a lovely breath as you bring your
conscious awareness back into your body and into
the current day and time where you are located in
this body. That is important, because we do travel
into other dimensions and other embodiments, so
completely be anchored in this physical body you
have.
This ends this session through the Omega
Communications Portal, with my grateful thanks to
all of the Beings participating in this session.

Lani
“I am Ulea again addressing you, to validate this
information for you. Do you feel you have been
confirmed and validated into this new aspect? It is
similar to you experiencing changes in seasons,
changing in patterns of light is what you are
receiving and what you respond to.
Enjoy this as you assimilate it fully in your energy
field here in preparation for allowing this to be fully
integrated consciously on all levels of your Being
into your physical formation. The physical formation
is an energy formation.
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